


Trading the SPI with Certainty. 
- An Interview with Jody Ellis 

 
 First Jody, what exactly is the SPI? 
 
 The Share Price Index (SPI) is a futures contract based on the Australian S&P Top 200 Index (XJO) 
operated by the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX).  The SPI is executed on the Sydney Futures Ex-
change (SFE) which is a subsidiary of the ASX. 
 
 What hours does the SPI operate? 
 
 Unlike the XJO that operates from 10am to 4.00pm Eastern Standard time Monday to Friday, the 
SPI opens at 9.50am Monday morning and closes at 7.00am Saturday morning, basically operating 
24 hours a day for six days of the week. 
 
 How do you buy on the SPI compared to buying a regular stock? 
 
 A SPI contract is a margined derivative.  One contract controls about $150,000 of Top 200 Stocks 
on the Australian market.  It currently requires a Margin of $8,000 to control one contract.  Each 
point of SPI movement is worth $25.00 AUD.  You can trade LONG (up) or SHORT (down) at any 
time so you can make money in both directions on the SPI. 
 
 Do SPI prices move much? 
 
 The SPI is very volatile with average daily movements over the last year averaging more than 40 
pts ($1000 per contract).  Recent movements in the last few months have seen movements in ex-
cess of 100 pts in a single day ($2,500 per contract).  These big moves are highly lucrative if you are 
in the right direction and are very costly if you get the move wrong. 
 
 You talk about “Opposing Forces” in the SPI.  What do you mean? 
 
 The SPI is dominated at any time by two (2) opposing forces.  The Corporates and the Traders.  
They take opposing positions with the corporates forcing the market down and the traders forcing 
the market up. 
 
 Corporates are large equity funds that own vast portfolios of physical shares in the stock market like 
BHP and TLS.  They use the SPI to insure against market falls in their portfolios.  To do this they go 
SHORT on the SPI for an extended period.  This acts as an insurance policy against a serious mar-
ket fall.  They become very dominant when the market is at new highs or when the market starts to 
fall quickly. 
 
 Traders are hedge fund managers and short term day traders that are looking for short-term capital 
gain from the volatility of the market.  While they will go short or long, they are largely a LONG force 
in the market place, looking for a rising market. 
 
 How do you trade the SPI? 
 
While the SPI is a volatile market that defies simple trading strategies and technical analysis, it does 
conform to some rules.  These rules revolve around the dominance of the corporates and the trad-
ers.  At certain times one of these forces becomes dominant and overpowers the other, driving the 
market in a single KNOWN direction!  This is called Tactical analysis! 
 
 You talk about a “100% Trading System”.  What is that? 
 
 There are quite a few tactical events in the Australian market.  Some of these tactical trades have 
never failed in the history of the SPI as the known forces are so dominant.  One of these events is 
Melbourne Cup Day! I call this the “The Great Melbourne Cup Tip that wins Every Year!” 
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On Melbourne Cup day, Australia grinds to a standstill.  The corporates pay little attention to the 
market.  The downward force in the market has basically left the game.  However, the traders are in 
a frenzy.  The buying market is almost euphoric and the traders are more dominate than normal. 
 
We now have a known outcome.  The buying force is stronger than normal.  The selling force is 
weaker than normal.  The direction of the market is UP. 
 
To capitalise on this move that occurs EVERY year, we need to go LONG before the start of the 
Melbourne Cup trading day.  We enter towards the close of the Monday afternoon session so we go  
 
Long at around 4.25pm on Monday afternoon.  We then capture the full move in the market.  Trying 
to join the market at 9.50 is very difficult and can sometimes put our position so high that the market 
will drop after this. 
 
However, historically we always make money on this if we are in the market prior to the Tuesday day 
market. 
 
Some Examples: 

 Melbourne Cup 2006 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In 2006 Melbourne Cup yielded 48 pts per contract ($1200) 

Exit towards Close MC or +42 

Entry Long Monday prior to 
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Even in 2002 when the war with Iraq was at its height and markets all round the world were going 
down, our market went UP for Melbourne Cup day and then continued down the following day. 
 

This trade has never failed in the history of the SPI since it has followed XJO. 
 
Barring any tragic world event on the Monday night, this market move will only get stronger in the 
future as more people trade the SPI. 
 
Are there other similar types of trades to the “Melbourne Cup Trade”? 
 
Amazingly, there are more than 30 similar events in the Australian market that respond to Tactical 
analysis.  This is more than one a fortnight with a probability greater than 73%.  Some have never 
failed in the history of the modern SPI! 
 
How do you learn about these trades? 
 
I offer a SPI Workshop that runs for 3 hours that discusses six (6) of these trades.  If people are in-
terested in this style of trading they can join the “Trading Tigers” mentor program that follows all the 
trades throughout the year.  If you followed the Trading Tigers Trades in 2006 you ended with more 
than 800 pts ($20,000 per contract).  Even this year with its unprecedented volatility, Tigers are up 
more than 400 pts ($10,000 per contract)! 
 
Elliss Pty Ltd is an authorized representative (#309417) of Pearce, Callahan & Associates Pty Ltd AFSL 288877 
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About Jody Elliss 
 

Jody Elliss is one of Australia’s most experienced and qualified traders with over 23 
years trading experience. He has been a guest speaker for all major Australian fi-
nancial events, including keynote speaking roles for: 
 

• Australian Stock Exchange; 
• Australian Technical Analysis Association;  
• Australian Investment Association. 
• plus a number of major Exhibition events. 
 

He is the Chief Executive Officer of the Investment Centre, the largest provider of stock market and 
financial data in Australia, supplying data to organizations such as Channel 7; S.B.S.; and Paritech. 
It also provides retail investment solutions with its software package, IC-Investor and has more than 
2000 retail clients.  
 
Jody supplies full weekly recommendation articles to twelve Australian and four overseas institu-
tions including Sanford Securities, Schaffer's, vBroker, Saxo Bank, I.W.L., Chase Manhattan, Aus-
siex, Halifax, NAB, Morgan's Futures, C.M.C., Tricom and more. 
 
He also supplies technical trading and investment advice to: Australian Stock Report; Australian 
College of Financial Education; Australian College of Share Trading; Gann Analysts Association; 
Schwaggers Brokers USA and a number of M.D.A. Managers 
 
Over the last 5 years the forecasts have maintained an accuracy of over 72%.  
 
Jody’s formal qualifications include: B.Bus. (Communications); Dip Applied Psychology;  
Dip. Financial Services (Financial Markets); Dip. Financial Services (Financial Planning); Licensed 
to deal in: derivatives, commodities, FX, stocks, futures 
Mem. S.D.I.A.; A.T.A.A. 
 
In 2003 Jody won the “Australian Independent  Analysts” Award. 
 
Jody has authored three books and numerous articles published in Courier Mail News Paper, 
Shares Magazine, New Investor Magazine, Schawger Investment News Letter. His current titles are 
Tactical Trading in the New Millennium; Trading Fibonacci in the New Millennium; Trading CFD’s in 
the New Millennium; with a fourth title to appear this year. 
 
In SPI seminars Jody has returned between $600 and $2,800 with just two contracts in front of a 
live audience.  
 
Investor Centre currently has over 2000 retail clients and in addition to software packages offers a 
range of free and paid seminars and workshops, covering topics such as Gann and Fibonacci; Con-
tracts For Difference; SPI Futures Trading; Introduction to Software courses; Finding Opportunities 
to Trade and Jody’s new Follow the Big Money Indicators program. 
 
His flagship program is the Trading Tigers program where traders are provided with 26 historically 
profitable trades over a 12 month period.  
 
Would you like to see Jody Elliss For FREE? Visit: www.universalsolutions.com.au/jody 

Free Presentations by Jody Ellis 
 

Introduction to IC-Investor Software 
Introduction to Trading CFD’s 

Introduction to SPI Trading 
Follow The Big Money 

Paid Workshops and Seminars: 
 

Making Money with SPI Futures Workshop 
Finding Opportunities to Trade Workshop 

Trading with Gann & Fibonacci Course 
Trading Success with CFD's Course 

The Trading Tigers - Advanced SPI & S&P     
Futures Course 
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Disclaimer  
 
1. The information presented in any or all products is based on personal experiences of the presenter as an 

entrepreneur, consultant, coach and investor.  
2. The model that is used is designed for you to do further research or adapt to suit your personal financial 

situation.  
3. The laws relating to investment, taxation, benefits and the handling of money are constantly changing in 

government policy. So while every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the material contained 
here in at the time of publication and presentation, neither the author, presenter, promoters, nor the pub-
lishers will bear any responsibility or liability for any action taken by any person, persons or organisations 
on the purported basis of information contained in any of the products and manuals or in any support 
material.  

4. Without limiting the generality of the forgoing, no person, persons or organisations should invest monies 
or take other action on the reliance of the material contained in any product, manuals or any accompany-
ing material, but instead should satisfy themselves independently (by seeking expert advice or otherwise 
from a licensed AFSL holder) of the appropriateness of any action.  

5. If a particular stock is mentioned it is for illustrative and educational purposes. All examples given are 
historical and are never to be seen as a recommendation of any type.  

6. I acknowledge that none of the presenters, staff, promoters or directors of Universal Trading Solutions 
shall be (i) held liable for any decisions or actions I may take, and (ii) I indemnify the presenter/s; Warren 
Stokes; Universal Trading Solutions Pty Ltd; staff of Universal Trading Solutions; resellers and commis-
sion agents of Universal Trading Solutions; against any future actions, losses, expenses, and legal costs, 
for myself or any outside party I may provide information to of any of the information of any product I pur-
chase.  

7. I acknowledge that all materials and teachings provided in the products purchased and any future follow 
up support program including, but not limited to, workbooks; charts; intellectual property; computer im-
ages; verbal teachings; electronic postings and email correspondence are the copyright material of Uni-
versal Trading Solutions and/or the presenter. I agree that I will not use or divulge any of the accepted 
copyright material to any unauthorized party, whether for business or personal use, without the express 
permission of the Managing Director of Universal Trading Solutions.  

8. I accept that a breach of point (7) above may lend me liable to legal action and recovery of monies.  
9. In the case where the presenter is an AFSL holder I agree that before I take any action I refer to the rele-

vant materials including Product Disclosure Statement and Financial Services Guide; 
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